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As the chairman of the Energy Portfolio of Grey Power Federation I have been asked to write and 

convey Grey Power’s disappointment, firstly that it is the governments intention to continue to 

proceed with a 49% sell off of four of the governments most strategic assets and secondly that the 

general public are not being given an opportunity to submit their concerns. 

 

Maori are being asked to make submissions on the retention of clauses that recognise the Treaty of 

Waitangi in the impending empowering legislation. But the general populace are not being asked if 

they support the sale of these assets in the first place. 

 

Hence the reason for my submitting Grey Power’s concerns to the only forum available. 

 

Grey Power is totally opposed to the partial sale or otherwise of these assets. We foresee increases 

in the cost of energy, particular electricity as the end result of this move as private investors seek 

higher returns on their investment. 

 

It is through attempts by a previous National led government to privatise the electricity industry that 

the domestic price of electricity has risen to the alarming levels it is at today. The previous 

privatisation attempt promised that the competition that would result would bring down prices, we 

the public are still waiting for these miracles to occur. 

 

I was only yesterday listening to a commentator speaking on Contact Energy’s woes caused by, 

increased competition in the electricity market, the prospect of the partial sell down of some of their 

competitors, the proposed increases in the transmission cost of electricity and the over supply of 

generation capacity. 

 

How long will it be before they all hike up their prices to overcome their collective woes and 

continue satisfy their shareholders desires for greater returns. 

 

Energy, electricity in particular is vital to the life blood of this country and it’s population, it is not 

something to played with by foolish politicians. The electricity industry belongs to the people of 

this country, it was created for the people by wise governments and now it is to be taken away from 

them by unwise government decisions. 

 

The question is for what purpose? What is to be gained? What will this produce that could not be 

obtained by the retention of the full 100% ownership by the people? 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Allen Davies 

[1]
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Chairman Grey Power Federation Energy Portfolio. 


